PRAISE FOR LOSING IT
PRESS
Packed with hilarious scenes that had me laughing out loud, Losing It is an easy to read book that is
hard to put down. – Huffington Post

Funny and sharp and horribly true The Times
Funny and touching Woman and Home Magazine (best new books)
Comedian Helen Lederer’s debut novel is full of witty one-liners…VERDICT: 5/5 – The Express
Losing It is the hilarious debut from Helen Lederer, one of the UK's favourite comediennes. – Magic
FM Book Club

CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENTS
In one hilarious bound Helen Lederer has crowned herself Queen of Desperate. Desperately funny,
desperately engaging, desperately readable and desperately adorable. STEPHEN FRY
Helen Lederer is the 3rd funniest woman in the world. Read this! DAWN FRENCH
Funny, witty, quirky . . . like the woman herself. Treat yourself. JO BRAND
A brilliant creation: scene after scene of blissful agony . . . Lederer's dry and merciless observation of
women struggling to be fabulous is hugely entertaining. JOANNA LUMLEY
Helen is a wonderfully funny woman . . . She took her time but it's worth the wait. BEN ELTON
Helen Lederer's novel perfectly blends her considerable talent as a comedienne with her skills as a
writer into a super-funny but also resonant read. Loved it. FREYA NORTH

SOME OF THE FIVE STAR PRAISE ON AMAZON
Fabulous hysterical. Laugh out loud funny. Helen so gets women and their relationships. She's the
only person writing fantastic mid-lit! Loved it. As Miranda would say "Such Fun!".
This book reads as Helen Lederer talks - a mad tumble of words with acutely detailed descriptions,
no holds barred. She says that everything she describes in Losing It - including the coffee colonics are things she's personally experienced, so one can only wonder which callous magazine editor sent
her to lose weight by taking a new diet pill! Her heroine, Millie, is an agony aunt who's in debt,
divorced and desperate to earn money, lose weight and have a sex life. Millie's middle-aged
dilemmas are those that many of us experience, although we may not take such drastic measures to
resolve them. This is the perfect holiday read: funny, entertaining, but with a message of hope for
those of us whose bodies are heading south.
Having heard that Helen Lederer had a new book out, i ordered it and read it within 3 days which is
unheard of for me...I absolutely loved it, And I couldn't put it down.... this book had me laughing out
loud in very inappropriate places!....what I loved about it, as well as being very funny, is that it is
extremely well written, has very believable characters, and there is a real honesty about the writing,
that is often missing in other books....I definitely would recommend this book......BUY IT now....you
won't be disappointed.....
A very funny read could not put it down
Helen Lederer has made me laugh since the early 80's. I bought this book and loved it. It is full of
very funny, densely written characters. Milllie is a brilliant, flawed, funny lead character. Buy it for
yourself and anyone else you know.
Millie's own character gradually emerges as being far less shallow, and by the end of the book I was
cheering her on. It's a witty, knowing read that flirts with the surreal but also maintains reality in the
nature of relationships. A great book for the couch, bedside or the beach. Millie is a very welcome
contrast to all the tanned twenty-something heroines of conventional chick-lit.
Well, speaking as a 50+, overweight, chaotic, dippy woman - I totally empathised with Millie in this
story!! 'Losing It' by Helen Lederer had me laughing out loud, cringing slightly at times, and totally
feeling it!! It's fun, frothy and fabulous - a big shout-out to women everywhere who are fighting
their flab, their years, and their hormones! I can recognise myself and my friends in this novel, and
really feel for Millie in her struggle to drop the pounds - I have been there!! It's ultimately a feelgood, empowering story, and I thoroughly enjoyed it!! I like Helen Lederer, like her comedy, her
acting, and now her writing, and I look forward to reading more from her. Go Girl!! Happily
recommended.
This is a highly competent and tightly written novel, which often raises a titter and an occasional
guffaw. One would expect a certain repartee to be evident between the characters from this wellknown comedienne, and it succeeds. Helen Lederer is an acute observer of people, and this ability
really shines through to the point that I can hear the author actually reading the text.
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